Year 4 Are boys better than girls?

Entry Point
Day

Tudors.

Summer 1

Literacy
Art/DT
History
History
Other
Listen to some medieval music (you tube has plenty) or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCq-hEOKorI
Learn some Tudor dances – Gavotte and Pavane eg, www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zt4kjxs
Chronological and
Political changes

Wk 1

Non-fiction

The struggle for
power – wars of the
roses – Lancaster
vs York. The
founding of the
Tudor Dynasty by
Henry VII

Discussion
Persuasion
Explanation
Information
Newspapers
Letters
Diaries
Biography

Wk 2

Art
Make a Tudor Rose
print – three overlays,
building up layers of
colours.

Wk 3
(4 days)

Henry VIII – wives
and his need for a
son.
Consequences of
this:
Religion/
Reformation –
torture?

Social, religious,
cultural,
technological
changes
Meanwhile, what
was life like for
the everyday
people of 1400
Britain?
Learn about the
call to arms to be
an army for your
local Lord – which
decided if you
were fighting for
York or Lancaster.
Tudor weapons
and battle
strategies.
Everyday life:

Geography
Counties of UK
Cities
Rivers and
mountainous areas

Homes – rich vs
poor
Leisure
Everyday life:

Science:

Religion/customs
Food – rich vs
poor

Growing crops to
feed yourselves
and your family.
Sow a range of
seeds to grow into
crops to make
pottage and bread
from in the future.
Revise how to keep
them alive.

Wk 4

Wk 5

Turbulent times –

Everyday life:

Edward V1, Mary I

Tudor jobs – rich
vs poor

Elizabeth I – the
return of the
‘Golden Age’

Tudor exploration
– where did they
go and what did
they discover?

Wars with
Spain/Armada
Wk 6

DT:
Imagine we have a fine
crop of veg to eat from
our seeds.
Plan a recipe for
Pottage and/or bread.
Prepare ingredients,
cook it and eat it.

Life as a sailor.
Walter Rayleigh
Francis Drake and
the Privateers

Geography:
Compare and
contrast Tudor
maps with modern
maps
Geography:
Trade in Tudor
times – facts and
ethics. Compare
with Trade today
between the same
countries.
British Values
What does it mean
to a part of the EU

Exit point

Answer questions with evidence
Tudor day – staff and chn dress up and have a day of Tudor activities – eat Tudor food, do Tudor jobs, visit an execution
of a traitor, fight a battle etc. A culmination of everything they’ve learnt.

